
SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE:  Play in the sand box and water table. Mold red play dough. Create a red  
finger painting. Identify parts of body and use. 
RELIGION:  Jesus loves me. Prayer is talking to Jesus. Make the Sign of the Cross. Hold hands together  
to pray: Good Morning, Sweet Jesus and Thank you, God.  
MATH:  Numbers 1 and 2. Count fingers to 7. Match objects to correct number. Shape: circle.
FINE MOTOR SKILLS/CRAFTS:  Paint spots on the Giraffe /Growth Chart. Explore the color red to paint  a 
circle, rectangle, and leaf. Put together knobbed puzzles. 
HEALTH & SAFETY HABITS:  Assist with potty training. Wash hands correctly. Clean up after eating a  
healthy snack. Speak politely using "Please" and "Thank you."  Use tissues.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Walk in line holding onto soft connected plastic donuts, jump  
up and down using two feet, climb in and out of a child size school bus, dance. Play outdoors and climb. 
Build with large soft blocks.
MUSIC/MOVEMENT:  If You're Happy, Red, White, and Blue, Time for Snack Now, and Heads, Shoulders, 
Knees and Toes, Wash, Wash, Wash Your Hands. Clap to keep time to the songs.

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE:  Use sense of touch, sight, and smell to examine fall leaves. Collect acorns  
for nature table. Orange finger paint pumpkins, fingerprint an autumn tree. Hand print candy corn.  Foot 
print for a ghost.
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Jesus wants us to be kind and share with our friends.  Visit a Fire truck. Say a  
short version of the Pledge of Allegiance, Salute the Flag.
MATH: Recognize number3, shape: triangle. Count 1-3, match acorns to number.
FINE MOTOR SKILLS/CRAFTS:  Colors: orange, black. Glue triangles to pumpkin to make Jack-o-lantern. 
Create crepe paper black bats, a spooky jumping pompom spiders, owl masks.
HEALTH & SAFETY HABITS: Fireman teaches Fire Safety. Put toys away. Halloween safety.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION: Nature walk to collect leaves and acorns. Take  turns crawling  
through tunnel. Roll ball to learn names of classmates.
MUSIC/MOVEMENT:  Use scarves to dance to different songs and instruments to accompany the song:  
Autumn Leaves are Falling down, The Wheels on the Bus,Little Miss Muffet. Act out 10 BraveFiremen. 

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Mold a porcupine out of play dough, add uncooked spaghetti for spines.  
Make a hand print turkey w/ 5 colors of paint.
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: God made all the animals and plants we use for food. He wants us to share   
when we have more than we need. Attend Thanksgiving "feast" with Pre-K
MATH:  Count 1-5, Shape: square. Play clothespin game with #1-5 as turkey feathers.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS:  Color: brown. Make drums out of cans. Create a baby owl with feathers,  
a Pilgrim out of a tissue tube, a Thanksgiving laminated Placemat painted with water colors.
HEALTHY & SAFETY HABITS:   Classroom rules for safety. Fill a cornucopia with healthy foods. Bake 
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION: Jump in and out of hula hoops to catch a turkey. Farmer in the Dell. 
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS:   Beat drums for dancing, singing, and syllables in each name. Beat, Beat, Beat the 
Drum, Little Miss Muffet, Jesus Loves Me. 
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SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE:  Use hands to make a shaving cream and glue puffed snow scene. Footprint  
Santa and reindeer picture. Santa face with cotton balls beard as an Advent calendar.  
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Christmas: identify Mary, Jesus, St. Joseph, angels. Christmas customs in our 
country and other countries. Visit from "St. Nicholas." Advent: prepare a crib for Baby Jesus.  Attend Baby 
Jesus Party with Pre-K. Dress as an angel for Parent photo gift.
MATH:  Count to 6 and match Christmas lights to numbers 1 -6.  Shape: star. Colors: green, yellow
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS:  Hold scissors properly, cut straight lines and around big objects. Paint a  
wooden shoe. Make a Baby Jesus doll out of a sock. Water paint a Nativity scene. Rudolph bag puppet.
HEALTH & SAFETY HABITS: Take turns, wait patiently.  Wear warm clothes in cold weather. Put on and  
zip jackets. Dress Froggy in appropriate clothes. 
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Balance and walk across a beam of plastic blocks connected  
together, pretend to be Santa delivering gifts.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Play and sing Jingle Bells, Here Comes Santa Claus, Rudolf using instrument  bells, 
cymbals, and triangles. Sing the alphabet song. Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE:   Observe and touch snow brought indoors, describe what happens when   
snow is in a warm place. Which animals hibernate? 
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS:  Thank God for making each person different like the snowflakes. Feast of  
Three Kings.  Visit Manger scene in Church to see kings bringing gifts. Pajama Day.
MATH:  Identify numbers 1-7. Shape: rectangle.  Count 7 fingers, bears, snowflakes. Match sets of objects 
to each number.  Find 7 bear manipulatives the same size.  Make an igloo with Legos.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS:  Colors: white, blue. Create a hibernating bear in PJ's , a polar bear  
carrying a baby bear on her back while fishing, a paper towel tube Penguin daddy with his baby on his  
feet under his fur.
HEALTHY, SAFETY HABITS: Importance of sleep and rest. Pretend to be hibernating bears on PJ Day.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION: Jump, skip, march, run 7 times each.  Crawl into the tunnel, pretend  
it is a bear cave, rest a moment, crawl out into the "sun."  Build and dress a big snowman using a  
garbage bag and crushed newspapers.
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS:  Play Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear Turn Around, Walk like a penguin to the song,  "Happy 
Feet", Listen to classical music while inside the bear cave sleeping. 

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Create a footprint Valentine card, a heart out of Model Magic. Enjoy a Pink  
and Red tasting party.
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Jesus on the cross is saying "I love you this much."  To send a Valentine means 
"I like you."
MATH: Numbers 1-7. Count, identify, put numbers in order, make a graph of 7 red foods and discover  
class favorites.  Shape: heart.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS: Colors: pink and purple.  Assemble a bouncy heart person, a pop-up  
bear Valentine, a finger painted heart card.  
HEALTHY, SAFE HABITS: Try to taste different healthy foods. Everyone's body feels good with healthy  
foods. Work on potty training for those who are slow.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Two teams participate in heart and ball relay races. Outdoor play.  
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Play Loopy Lou. Sing and dance to the Potty Dance.  Freeze dance to children's 
songs.
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SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Taste green eggs and ham. Paint shamrocks with a sponge.  
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: St. Patrick's Day; He taught people about the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,  
Attend Green Eggs and Ham Day in honor of Dr. Seuss's birthday. 
MATH:  Numbers 1-7.  Shape: shamrock. Count petals in four shamrocks.  Count shamrocks hiding in a 
picture.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS: Color: gold. Paint a rainbow mobile. String red yarn through punched  
holes to make Lucky's beard. Color and assemble Jack and Jill and the well. 
HEALTHY, SAFE HABITS:  Why are ham (meat), eggs, and milk good for you? Water is just as important.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Outdoor playground. Play catch and basketball.
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Act out Jack and Jill Went Up the Hill with puppets then with actors.

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Observe a raw egg and a hard boiled one, why are they different?
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Lent is the time before Easter that we get ready to remember Jesus's death  
and His rising on Easter.
MATH: Numbers 1-7. Shape: Oval. Count and color Easter eggs to match as pairs.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS: Color: purple. Dye Easter eggs. Make a green and yellow basket. 
HEALTHY, SAFE HABITS: Always let adults use the stove, toaster, or oven
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION: Make a balance beam with large plastic blocks, walk across, jump off.
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: , A Tisket, A Tasket, Little Bo Peep, Mary had a Little Lamb.

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Use pompoms for caterpillars.  Play with large magnets: identify pulling and 
pushing forces. Plant a flower in a pot. Pasta: stages of a butterfly's life. 
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Honor Mary, the Mother of Jesus. Crown Mary's statue.
MATH:  Numbers 1-7.  Shape: diamond. Match number to a set of objects by drawing a connecting line 
from the number to the set.. 
FINE MOTOR SKILLS/CRAFTS:  Color: magenta.  Caterpillar pompom magnet. Roses are Red Card for  
Mom.  Cupcake flower garden for Grandmother. 
HEALTHY, SAFE HABITS: Observe bugs such as caterpillars but only pick them up with an adult's  
permission, some have a poisonous bite.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION: Act out the four stages of a butterfly's Life Cycle. Crawl, then "fly"  
around the room.
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Sing and do motions to:  If I Were a Butterfly, Hail Holy Queen

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Make a Jellyfish with hand gel and a crab out of sand paper, touch and describe 
how they feel.  Show the scales on a fish.  Take care of the beaches.
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Thank God for the beauty of the ocean and beach. Show kindness to friends  
by sharing as Rainbow Fish did.
MATH: Numbers 1-7.  Recite forward and backward.   
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS: Make a Rainbow Fish with scales and a Star Fish covered in sand.
HEALTHY, SAFE HABITS: Water and beach safety.  What to do if you can't find Mom or Dad.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Pretend to act like the various ocean animals.
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Sing and dance to songs from the Little Mermaid.
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SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE:  Use hands to make a shaving cream and glue puffed snow scene. Footprint  
Santa and reindeer picture. Santa face with cotton balls beard as an Advent calendar.  
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Christmas: identify Mary, Jesus, St. Joseph, angels. Christmas customs in our 
country and other countries. Visit from "St. Nicholas." Advent: prepare a crib for Baby Jesus.  Attend Baby 
Jesus Party with Pre-K. Dress as an angel for Parent photo gift.
MATH:  Count to 6 and match Christmas lights to numbers 1 -6.  Shape: star. Colors: green, yellow
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS:  Hold scissors properly, cut straight lines and around big objects. Paint a  
wooden shoe. Make a Baby Jesus doll out of a sock. Water paint a Nativity scene. Rudolph bag puppet.
HEALTH & SAFETY HABITS: Take turns, wait patiently.  Wear warm clothes in cold weather. Put on and  
zip jackets. Dress Froggy in appropriate clothes. 
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Balance and walk across a beam of plastic blocks connected  
together, pretend to be Santa delivering gifts.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Play and sing Jingle Bells, Here Comes Santa Claus, Rudolf using instrument  bells, 
cymbals, and triangles. Sing the alphabet song. Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE:   Observe and touch snow brought indoors, describe what happens when   
snow is in a warm place. Which animals hibernate? 
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS:  Thank God for making each person different like the snowflakes. Feast of  
Three Kings.  Visit Manger scene in Church to see kings bringing gifts. Pajama Day.
MATH:  Identify numbers 1-7. Shape: rectangle.  Count 7 fingers, bears, snowflakes. Match sets of objects 
to each number.  Find 7 bear manipulatives the same size.  Make an igloo with Legos.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS:  Colors: white, blue. Create a hibernating bear in PJ's , a polar bear  
carrying a baby bear on her back while fishing, a paper towel tube Penguin daddy with his baby on his  
feet under his fur.
HEALTHY, SAFETY HABITS: Importance of sleep and rest. Pretend to be hibernating bears on PJ Day.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION: Jump, skip, march, run 7 times each.  Crawl into the tunnel, pretend  
it is a bear cave, rest a moment, crawl out into the "sun."  Build and dress a big snowman using a  
garbage bag and crushed newspapers.
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS:  Play Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear Turn Around, Walk like a penguin to the song,  "Happy 
Feet", Listen to classical music while inside the bear cave sleeping. 

SENSORY PLAY/SCIENCE: Create a footprint Valentine card, a heart out of Model Magic. Enjoy a Pink  
and Red tasting party.
RELIGION/SOCIAL SKILLS: Jesus on the cross is saying "I love you this much."  To send a Valentine means 
"I like you."
MATH: Numbers 1-7. Count, identify, put numbers in order, make a graph of 7 red foods and discover  
class favorites.  Shape: heart.
FINE MOTOR DKILLS/CRAFTS: Colors: pink and purple.  Assemble a bouncy heart person, a pop-up  
bear Valentine, a finger painted heart card.  
HEALTHY, SAFE HABITS: Try to taste different healthy foods. Everyone's body feels good with healthy  
foods. Work on potty training for those who are slow.
GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION:  Two teams participate in heart and ball relay races. Outdoor play.  
MUSIC/MOVEMENTS: Play Loopy Lou. Sing and dance to the Potty Dance.  Freeze dance to children's 
songs.
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